
Editorial 

Summer has come and gone and a very prolific one it was, we were inundated with walnuts, 

apples and vegetables.  The hedges are full of berries, so hopefully the birds will survive the 

winter and we will have plenty of winter visiting birds. 

You will notice an article from Mary Cooper Gallo in this edition.  She and her brother Robin 

Cooper have been sending us their memories of their time here in the forties and fifties.  

Mary’s drawings have been great in bringing their time here to life and we hope to turn 

Robin’s stories into a small book, rather like that of Sheila Andrew’s ‘Steps Back in Time’. 

On Sunday 31st January we are having an Open Day to show our records and photos.  We 

really want people to come and bring their pictures and their memories of Thriplow.  We 

have many photos with no names on and hope that people will come and put some names on 

them.  We also have slide shows and will be showing our Thriplow Community Online.  And 

we will have all our records for you to look at, so do come and see what we have.  

You will be pleased to know that Angela Rimmer has offered to become joint editor of the 

Journal with me and we look forward to bringing you plenty of interesting articles in the 

future.  I would like to thank Anthony Cooper for his help and hope he will write many more 

articles for us. 

Canon Linda Church was welcomed as Vicar/Rector of the four parishes of Fowlmere, 

Foxton, Shepreth and Thriplow at a splendidly friendly and crowded ceremony in Thriplow 

Church on 2
nd

 November 2009, followed by a kingly feast in the School.  She has moved 

from an ex mining town in Nottinghamshire to our rural villages which, I expect, will be 

quite a change.  We welcome her and hope her stay with us proves happy and fruitful. 

This Journal is a little early as John Clarke of Ryecroft Data is due to go into hospital for 

byepass surgery.  We wish him all the very best for a speedy recovery. 

Angela Rimmer and Shirley Wittering, joint editors. 

 

 

 



HISTORY OF THE CHRISTMAS CARD 

 
 

The first commercial Christmas cards were commissioned by Sir Henry Cole in 

London, 1843, and featured an illustration by John Callcott Horsley. The picture, of a family 

with a small child drinking wine together, proved controversial, but the idea was shrewd: 

Cole with Sir Rowland Hill, had introduced the Penny Post three years earlier. Two batches 

totalling 2,050 cards were printed and sold that year for a shilling each.  

Sir Henry Cole was a prominent innovator in the 1800s. He modernized the British postal 

system, managed construction of the Albert Hall, arranged for the Great Exhibition in 1851, 

and oversaw the inauguration of the Victoria and Albert Museum. Most of all, Cole sought to 

"beautify life," and in his spare time he ran an art shop on Bond Street, specializing in 

decorative objects for the home. In the summer of 1843, he commissioned Horsley to design 

an impressive card for that year’s Christmas. 

 

Early English cards rarely showed winter or religious themes, instead favouring flowers, 

fairies and other fanciful designs that reminded the recipient of the approach of spring. 

Humorous and sentimental images of children and animals were popular, as were 

increasingly elaborate shapes, decorations and materials. The advent of the postcard spelled 

the end for elaborate Victorian-style cards, but by the 1920s, cards with envelopes had 

returned. 

 

The production of Christmas cards was, throughout the 20th century, a profitable business for 

many stationery manufacturers, with the design of cards continually evolving with changing 

tastes and printing techniques. The World Wars brought cards with patriotic themes. 

Idiosyncratic "studio cards" with cartoon illustrations and sometimes risqué humour caught 

on in the 1950s. Nostalgic, sentimental, and religious images have continued in popularity, 

and, in the 21st century, reproductions of Victorian and Edwardian cards are easy to obtain. 

Modern Christmas cards can be bought individually but are also sold in packs of the same or 

varied designs. 
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"Official" Christmas cards began with Queen Victoria in the 1840s. The British royal family's 

cards are generally portraits reflecting significant personal events of the year. In 1953, U.S. 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower issued the first official White House card. The cards usually 

depict White House scenes as rendered by prominent American artists. The number of 

recipients has snowballed over the decades, from just 2000 in 1961 to 1.4 million in 2005.  

 

Commercial Christmas cards 

Many businesses, from small local firms to multi-national enterprises send Christmas cards to 

the people on their customer lists, as a way to develop general goodwill, retain brand 

awareness and reinforce social networks. These cards are almost always discrete and secular 

in design, and do not attempt to sell a product, limiting themselves to mentioning the name of 

the business. The practice harkens back to trade cards of the 18th century, an ancestor of the 

modern Christmas card. 

 

Charity Christmas cards 
Many organizations produce special Christmas cards as a fundraising tool. The most famous 

of these enterprises is probably the UNICEF Christmas card programme, launched in 1949, 

which selects artwork from internationally known artists for card reproduction. The UK-

based Charities Advisory Trust gives out an annual "Scrooge Award" to the cards that return 

the smallest percentage to the charities they claim to support.  

 

Christmas stamps and stickers 
Many countries produce official Christmas stamps, which may be brightly coloured and 

depict some aspect of Christmas tradition or a Nativity scene. Small decorative stickers are 

also made to seal the back of envelopes, typically showing a trinket or some symbol of 

Christmas. 

In 2004, the German post office gave away 20 million free scented stickers, to make 

Christmas cards smell of a fir Christmas tree, cinnamon, gingerbread, a honey-wax candle, a 

baked apple and an orange. 

 

Home-made cards 
Since the 19th century, many families and individuals have chosen to make their own 

Christmas cards, either in response to monetary necessity, as an artistic endeavour, or in order 

to avoid the commercialism associated with Christmas cards. Many families make the 

creation of Christmas cards a family endeavour and part of the seasonal festivity, along with 

stirring the Christmas cake and decorating the tree. Over the years such cards have been 

produced in every type of paint and crayon, in collage and in simple printing techniques such 

as potato-cuts. A revival of interest in paper crafts, particularly scrapbooking, has raised the 

status of the homemade card and made available an array of tools for stamping, punching and 

cutting. 

 

Advances in digital photography and printing have provided the technology for many people 

to design and print their own cards, using their original graphic designs or photos, or those 

available with many computer programs or online as clip art, as well as a great range of 

typefaces. Such homemade cards include personal touches such as family photos and 

holidays snapshots. 

 

Collectors’ items 
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From the beginning, Christmas cards have been avidly collected. Queen Mary amassed a 

large collection that is now housed in the British Museum. Specimens from the "golden age" 

of printing (1840s-1890s) are especially prized and bring in large sums at auctions. In 

December 2005, one of Horsley's original cards sold for nearly £9000. Collectors may focus 

on particular images like Santa Claus, poets, or printing techniques. The Christmas Card that 

holds the world record as the most expensive ever sold was a card produced in 1843 by JC 

Horsley and commissioned by Bath businessman Sir Henry Cole. The card shown above, one 

of the world's first, was sold in 2001 by UK auctioneers Henry Aldridge to an anonymous 

bidder for a record breaking £22,250. 

 

The Christmas card list 
Many people send cards to both close friends and distant acquaintances, potentially making 

the sending of cards a multi-hour chore in addressing scores or even hundreds of envelopes. 

The greeting in the card can be personalized but brief, or may include a summary of the 

year's news. The extreme of this is the Christmas letter. Because cards are usually exchanged 

year after year, the phrase "to be off someone's Christmas card list" is used to indicate a 

falling out between friends or public figures. 

 

Christmas letters 
Some people take the annual mass mailing of cards as an opportunity to update everybody 

with the year's events, and include the so-called "Christmas letter" reporting on the family's 

doings, sometimes running to multiple printed pages. While a practical notion, Christmas 

letters meet with a mixed reception; recipients may take it as boring minutiae, bragging, or a 

combination of the two.   

 

Environmental impact and recycling 

During the first 70 years of the 19th century it was common for Christmas and other greeting 

cards to be recycled by women's service organisations that collected them and removed the 

pictures, to be pasted into scrap books for the entertainment of children in hospitals, 

orphanages, kindergartens and missions. With children's picture books becoming cheaper and 

more readily available, this form of scrap-booking has almost disappeared. 

Recent concern over the environmental impact of printing, mailing and delivering cards has 

fuelled an increase in e-cards. "Green" alternatives to the glittery paper standard include those 

made with recycled paper and vegetable-based inks. 

Since 2000, the U.K. conservation charity Woodland Trust has sponsored an annual 

campaign to collect and recycle Christmas cards to raise awareness of recycling and collect 

donations from corporate sponsors. Its goal for 2007 was to collect 90 million cards by the 

year's end. 
 

The above was gleaned from Wikipedia.  With the threat of a postal strike this Christmas and 

the rise of e-cards, it has been suggested that the tradition of sending cards through the post 

has run its course and a 160 year old tradition might be coming to an end. 

 

Shirley Wittering 
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Mary Cooper Gallo’s memories 

 

The Cooper family, father Bruce, mother Margaret and their three children, Mary, five 

years old, Robin, two and Frances, one, arrived in Thriplow in the summer of 1945. (Robin 

says that we had been evacuated to Windy Ridge, Thriplow, with Grace and Hodge 

Sheldrake, but I really don’t remember that).  In the end, the bungalow next to the 

Sheldrake’s was available for rent, and for the princely sum of twelve shillings and sixpence 

a week, we could move in. 

Life was difficult after the war, and Dad was due to be demobbed.  The war in Asia was 

continuing, there was still rationing, and jobs were hard to find.  We were beginning Sir 

Stafford Cripps’ economy drive exhorting us to “tighten our belts”.  Dad said that if we 

tightened them any more we would be cut in half. 

 

Mary’s drawing from memory of the Bungalow, No. 35 Church Street 

 

The Bungalow was built on a slope in front of Bacon’s Farm, with whitewashed pebble-dash 

walls. On either side of the driveway, there were high embankments covered with rock 

plants, mother’s pride and joy.  She was always sending away for seed catalogues, and we 

imagined that the blue Himalayan Poppies, the orange California Poppies, or the giant 

Opium Poppies must have travelled thousands of miles to get to our house.  I remember 

how upset she was when she lost the stone out of her engagement ring whilst gardening.  



She said that it was a small diamond, and we all spent hours trying to sift the earth, looking 

for genuine buried treasure. 

To the right, up some stone steps, there was a scruffy lawn with a laburnum tree, (which we 

knew was poisonous) and untrimmed yellow roses which cascaded down to the road.  

Behind the house were peonies, night-scented flowering tobacco, and moonflowers which in 

summer attracted sphinx and hawk moths.  

To get to the front door, you had to climb the steps on the right and pass through the 

veranda, which was a wide concrete porch supported by wooden pillars, covered in summer 

with tiny frilly clusters of white and pink climbing roses, and red polyanthus single climbers. 

Mum had also painted white and pink roses on the panelled glass of the front door.  

To get to the back door, you had to go up the driveway and turn behind the house.  There 

were four doors, the first leading to the outside toilet, the second to a store room with stairs 

giving access to the attic where mum stored winter apples wrapped in newspaper and home-

made jam or wine. 

The third led to the kitchen-laundry-bath room and the fourth to an added-on greenhouse, 

grandly called the conservatory.  Inside the conservatory, there were two grapevines, one 

black and one white, but only the black grapes sometimes were edible.  There were 

asparagus and ostrich ferns, tables and chairs and it was a very pleasant place to eat in 

summer or to do one’s homework (except that the grapes attracted wasps). 

Outside the conservatory, there was a paved area. Towards the right stood an outdoor pump 

with its long, heavy, cold, iron handle.   It took many vigorous pumps before water came up 

out of the chalk, (I know because it was my job) but it was clear and cold after one threw 

away the first bucketful.  In winter, if you didn’t wrap a rag around the handle, your wet hand 

stuck to the handle.  Nearer the house was an iron mangle, a double hand-turned wringer 

which was adjusted for the weight of sheets or other laundry passing through it.  There was 

also a heavy hook, used to throw a loop of sheet over in order to squeeze out much water 

out as possible before using the mangle. 

  

The old pump 

There were heavy-duty clothes lines, with tall forked props used to keep the wet clothes off 

the ground.  Behind the pump was an ancient apple-tree, in which dad had hung a swing.  



Mum had attempted to rub mistletoe berries in the crevices of the bark, hoping they would 

grow, and there was at least one bird-box in it.  Robin remembers this tree as a Brambling, 

but I remember it as a Cox’s Orange Pippin, with small, very sweet apples with pinkish flesh.   

Towards the right, in the direction of ‘Windy Ridge’, there were other fruit trees, a tree of 

cooking apples, a green Granny Smith, some red- and- yellow-fruited apple trees  and three 

kinds of plums. 

When we were little, we used to cut our initials out of black electrical tape and stick them on 

the unripe red apples.  When ripe, our initials showed green on the red fruit. 

Continuing up the driveway, on the left, there was a large shed which must have been used 

as a garage and as storage for agricultural equipment, with an attic area and a corrugated 

iron roof.  There was an old Williams’ pear tree, which gave the juiciest pears, best when 

they were eaten on top of the garage roof.  On the side of the garage there were sloe trees 

and blackberry bushes.  Further up the driveway, on the right, past the compost heap on 

which all the garden and household refuse was thrown, there was the kitchen garden.  In 

season, there were rows of potatoes, French and runner beans, early and late peas, broad 

beans, lots of cabbages, cauliflower and broccoli, and Brussels’ sprouts. As well as carrots, 

parsnips and celery, kept blanching under upside-down flower pots, while tomatoes were 

trained against a wall for warmth. 

Uncle Hodge, our landlord and next-door neighbour, showed us how to double-dig, how to 

set traps for slugs, how to bank up the potatoes against the frost.  Robin and I had a 

disgusting job in summer.  We had to walk up and down the rows of cabbages picking off 

stinking wriggling caterpillars by hand and dropping them in cans of DDT.  We also had to 

collect snails and slugs by hand (there were no rubber gloves in those days) so I reckon this 

was genuine Biological Agriculture.  Frances wanted to help, but she started licking the 

snails, which we all found revolting. 

However, some of the snails had interesting shells and Robin collected the prettiest ones for 

snail races on the veranda. 

 

From left - Peter, Frances, Robin and Mary Cooper. 



 

Almost at the back of the garden stood an abandoned hen house with roosting poles, which, 

for some reason we did not use much as a playroom, but we did use the small stable next 

door, once we children had cleaned it up.  The building was covered with brambles and 

inhabited by hundreds of spiders.  The area was surrounded by a jungle of weeds, in which 

we used to make mazes.  

I would go first, slashing with a stick I used as a pretend machete, followed by Robin who 

would swipe down anything I missed, followed by little Frances who would stamp on any 

weed that dared to show its’ head.  We took turns at being the first swiper when our arms got 

tired. 

Our shoes were not exactly practical for these sorts of activities because they were usually 

T-strap sandals which let in water, stones and mud, and were certainly not good gardening 

shoes.  The shoes you now call “sneakers” were only used at that time for playing tennis.  

When it was really raining, we used rubber Wellington boots which chafed our legs and toes, 

but our regular shoes wore out so quickly, that dad bought a heavy iron shoemaker’s hob, 

like a black spider with different-sized iron feet.  He learned how to cut out rubber soles and 

repair our shoes as well as his own. 

 Once the garden had been dug and planted, dad gave us permission to each have our own 

little garden, and Robin and I, who had watched the archaeologists, each ‘surveyed’ and laid 

out our gardens.  I decided to make a Japanese-style garden with winding paths and rock 

plants or pretty weeds.  I found an old enamelled basin, set it into the garden and filled it with 

water, put in tufts of grass, water plants and frog-spawn. 

One day, whilst I was bent over looking at the tadpoles hatching out, a goat from next door 

got through the fence and butted me right in the behind, pushing my head under water!  

When I got out, I had frog-spawn jelly and tadpoles in my hair and down my neck.  Ugh! 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



‘SHALL WE LISTEN TO THE WIRELESS?’ 

  

Old Marconi wireless of 1922 

Some notes from Ron Huntsman’s talk to the Thriplow Society on 17
th

 September 2009. 

Ron Huntsman, a retired broadcasting engineer, collects old radios as his main interest is 

‘Vintage Wireless’ and he brought some of his collection to show us.  He gave us a lecture on 

the history of broadcasting and the following are some main points of his talk. 

 

National Broadcasting officially started on 14
th

 November 1922 by the “British Broadcasting 

Company” using the call sign 2LO from Marconi House in the Strand, London.  To find out 

how it all began, we have to go back about 170 years, especially as we are in Cambridge.  It 

was the discoveries of lines of magnetic force and electromagnetic induction by Michael 

Faraday in 1831, which led James Clarke Maxwell in 1852 to study this subject while at 

Trinity College, Cambridge. He graduated and became Professor of Physics and Astronomy 

at London University. He was offered the chair of experimental physics at Cambridge which 

he accepted. In 1873 under his supervision, the famous Cavendish Laboratory was built in 

Free School Lane.  

 

In the same year, he published his ‘Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism’.  It was this 

singular work which led to the development of all radio communications and broadcasting as 

we know it today. It mathematically proved the work of Faraday and the existence and 

behaviour of electromagnetic waves. 

 

Some 13 years later in 1887, a German professor at Karlsruhe University, Heinrich Hertz, 

began a study based on the work of Maxwell and built the world’s first transmitter and 



receiver. This was crude equipment, but he managed to transmit energy across a room and 

produce a spark at the receiver. He wrote a technical paper on this experiment and 

commented that he could not see this being of any practical use, little did he know.  Ernest 

Rutherford at the Cavendish Laboratory did a similar experiment based on the work of Hertz 

and managed to send a wireless signal to a house on Park Parade near Jesus Green. - This was 

the first wireless signal sent across Cambridge. 

 

It was this scientific paper published by Hertz that inspired Marconi to start his experiments 

in Italy which were very successful. This brought him to England in 1896 where he was 

introduced to Mr William Preece, engineer in chief of the Post Office. He was very impressed 

and gave him facilities to further his work. In 1899 Marconi set up his first factory in 

Chelmsford and later formed ‘Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company’.  The main work of 

the company was to develop his wireless system for marine communications. Long distances 

were tried culminating in the historic event when Marconi sent the first wireless signal across 

the Atlantic on December 12
th

 1901. 

 

The next great achievement came in October 1904, J Ambrose Fleming, a scientific advisor 

to Marconi invented the thermionic valve. He was a graduate of St. Johns College and a 

plaque to his memory and great achievement can be seen on the wall of St.John’s College 

Chapel.  

 

Another advisor to Marconi, Sir Oliver Lodge, invented the variable condenser and the tuned 

circuit in1897. Using the valve and tuned circuits, transmitters could be designed in a 

different way and could transmit speech and music on measured wavelengths. 

Test transmissions were made which were received all over the world. This led to the famous 

broadcast by Dame Nellie Melba on 15
th

 June 1920. She was sponsored by Lord Northcliffe 

and the Daily Mail and sang three songs, Addio from La Boheme, a short song in French and 

Home Sweet Home. For this she was paid a fee of £1000.  Then came disaster, these 

transmissions were causing interference with the Maritime service and were closed down.  

 

This led to many complaints and questions in Parliament from the many wireless societies. 

The Post Office relented and allowed Marconi to transmit half an hour each week.  The 

transmissions came from an old wooden army hut at the village of Writtle, two miles outside 

Chelmsford. They consisted of fifteen minutes of test signals and fifteen minutes of 

programme every Tuesday evening at 8pm with the call sign 2MT, which started on February 

14
th

 1922.  Records were played and stories were told, which were received on crystal sets as 

far as the Midlands and Kent. This is now acknowledged as the world’s first regular 

broadcast service as the programme details were published in the local paper. 

 

This convinced the Post Office that broadcasting had great public benefit and issued Marconi 

with a licence to install a new 100 watt transmitter at Marconi House on the Strand in London 

with the call sign 2LO, which started on May 11
th

 1922. These broadcasts were for one hour 

per day and were of speech only. 

 



To continue broadcasting on a more professional basis, the ‘British Broadcasting Company’ 

was formed on October 18
th

 1922 by the leading manufacturers, Marconi, GEC and BTH  

with a joint investment of £100,000; the managing director was John Reith. 

Programme content improved and if you wrote to the BBC you could get on their mailing list 

and they would send you a hand written postcard with the programme details. This was how 

the Radio Times started.  

Programme content now covered news, weather, children’s and women’s topics, concerts and 

religious services. The first year was a great success and the BBC received over 16,000 

letters from listeners which increased to 60,000 by 1927. 

You may remember some of the early programmes, Jack Payne and his dance band,Tommy 

Handley, Mrs Dale’s diary, Woman’s Hour, Dick Barton, Children’s Hour with Uncle Mac. 

And Promenade Concerts.  From midnight January 1
st
 1924 the new year began with the first 

broadcast of the twelve strokes of Big Ben and have done so ever since. On February 5
th.

 we 

first heard the 6 dot time signal from Greenwich.  Also in1924 we first heard the voice of 

Stuart Hibberd who became the chief announcer.  Other familiar voices were John Snagge, 

Freddy Grisewood and Alvar Liddell. 

By the end of 1924, eight regional transmitters were installed and a year later the high power 

long wave transmitter at Daventry came into service. 85% of the population could receive the 

BBC on crystal sets.  Crystal sets were expensive, an Ericcson cost £5-7-6p, but cheaper ones 

soon became available.  You had to listen on headphones and several pairs could be 

connected to one set.  Weekly magazines costing 3p were available giving detailed 

instructions on how to build your own crystal and valve receivers.  Valve receivers were very 

expensive, at a time when the average weekly wage was £3.  A PYE model 750 was £32-10-

0p but needed a pair of headphones at £2-10-0 or a loudspeaker at £5-5-0p, also a Marconi 

royalty of 7s-6p and a receiving licence of l0s.  By 1927 valve receivers became more 

popular as they had selective tuning as more programmes were now available on different 

wavelengths. At that time all sets were run on batteries. An HT battery cost around 12s, a bias 

battery 2s and two accumulators cost about 10s each which could be charged at the local 

wireless shop or garage.  Mains sets became available, in wooden cabinets and the dials were 

calibrated 0 - 100. 

 

In 1931 the first set in a Bakelite cabinet with station names on the dial came available. 

Nothing in modern times has changed society, our lives and the way we live, more than 

broadcasting.  During the war we had one national programme, the Home Service.  After the 

war more programmes became available.  In 1945 the Light Programme, 1946 the Third 

Programme. 

 

On the 30
th

 September 1967 the Corporation re-named the existing service - The Light 

Programme was split and became Radio 1 and 2, the Third Programme became Radio 3 and 

the Home Service became Radio 4.  FM radio began in 1955;  now we have Digital. 

 

Who knows what the future will hold. 

 

 



WE SHALL REMEMBER THEM 

 

Thriplow War memorial from web site /www.roll-of-

honour.com/Cambridgeshire/Thriplow.html  

We missed publishing this series in the last Journal and continue in this one.  Unfortunately I 

cannot find any photos of the following three men. 

 

RICHARD UNWIN – Lance Sergeant 15783 11
th

 Battalion Suffolk Regiment who died on 

Saturday 1
st
 July 1916.  Buried in Bapaume Post Military Cemetary, Albert, Somme, France. 

Grave No. I A 25. 

 

ARTHUR WALTER CARTER – Private 3884 4
th

 Battalion, Suffolk Regiment who died on 

Wednesday, 30
th

 August 1916. Age 19. Son of Alfred William and Sophie Carter, of 

Thriplow Heath, Cambs.  Commemorated on the Thiepval memorial, Somme, France. Pier 

and face 1C and 2A. 

 

HENRY JOHN HALL – Private 43099 7
th

 Battalion Suffolk Regiment who died on Thursday 

12
th

 October 1916, age 23.  Son of Walter and Mary Hall, of Thriplow Heath, Cambridge.  

Commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial, Somme, France. Pier and Face 1C and 2A. 

 

 

 



TALES OF THRIPLOW 

6. The Church Lantern 

 
Thriplow Church showing the lantern in situ, photo probably taken around 1910, published 

by Mr Softly, the postmaster. 

 

In November 1883, the church was provided with an outside lantern to light the way of 

worshippers safely up the drive and to the porch. This must have been very necessary on dark 

winter evenings.  An entry in ‘The Banner of Faith’ parish magazine declares ‘A standard 

lamp has been placed at the entrance of the Churchyard, and has already proved itself an 

immense boon.  We have no doubt whatever that many who before were afraid to venture to 

church on dark nights, will heartily welcome this great improvement, and now never miss an 

opportunity of attending Evening Service.’ 

 

When the First World War came (1914-1918), some villagers were a little worried that the 

light from the lantern might guide German Zeppelins to the village and result in Thriplow 

being bombed – though why anyone should have wanted to bomb Thriplow, I do not know. 

 

The lantern was taken down and stored somewhere safely until after the war. The war 

eventually ended and for reasons unknown, the lantern was never replaced. The most likely 

reason seems to be that no-one could remember where it had been put for safe-keeping.    

 

Some ten years ago, the vicar, the Rev. Jim Mynors, was up in the belfry and saw a pile of 

old sacks in one corner. Thinking they might be a fire hazard, he decided to take them down 

and dispose of them. Under the sacks, however, there was the long lost lantern! Sadly its long 

sojourn (some 90 years) in the damp belfry had rusted it so much that it was not possible to 

repair it. 

 



However, it has been replaced, to light the way of worshippers to evensong, but not in the 

same place and electricity replaces the candle that formerly lit it.  A little piece of history is 

back with us. (see back cover). 

 

 
The old lantern 

 

 

Bill Wittering 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gleanings 

THANKS to Kevin Clarke for some photos of the closing moments of the Post Office, to add 

to our archives. 

Date for your diary – Sunday 31st January 2010 – OPEN DAY  come and see our records, 

bring your photos and help us put names to faces.  At the Village Hall 11.0am to 4.0pm. 

Please note this is a change of date from the programme. 

Thanks to Robin Cooper and his sister Mary Cooper Gallo for stories, memories and 

drawings of their life in Thriplow during the 1950s.  Some of Mary’s memories are in this 

issue.  

Thanks to Peter Allan for rescuing items from Guilden Mordon Smithy; the smithy closed 

when the last blacksmith, Oswald Kay died.  His daughter Daphne Curtis offered what 

remained to Peter Alan who is restoring and installing them in our smithy.   

We would also like to know whether members would like details of talks etc. to be sent to 

them by e mail.  If you would like to be on our mailing list please let Angela Rimmer or me 

have your e mail address.  The lovely poster for Doug Radford’s talk on the RSPB nature 

reserve is also Angela’s work. 

Good News on the Nature Front: 13,000 miles of hedgerow have been restored through 

government schemes.  Two-thirds of agricultural land in England is now under agri-

environment schemes, where farmers are paid subsidies to protect plants and wildlife.  

Natural England said wildlife, including skylarks and bumblebees, have benefited.   Daily 

Telegraph November 4
th

. 

This Journal is a slightly smaller edition owing to the fact that John Clarke of Ryecroft Data, 

who produces our Journals is going into hospital soon to have a heart bypass operation.  We 

wish him all the best and hope he returns to us soon.  

We are very pleased to announce that the Thriplow Society is publishing another book.  It is 

12 years since we published Sheila Andrew’s ‘Steps Back in Time’.  Robin Cooper and his 

family moved to a house in Church Street in1945 and the book ‘Tales of Thriplow’ tells of 

his childhood memories, they are both funny and moving.  The book is well illustrated and 

we hope to sell it at £5.50.   
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